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Abstract;

The important role of the 3a-breakup processes to the

optical potential of ^2C at E/A > 10 MeV has been shown by

observing directly the excitation of the 7.65-MeV 0^ state

which breaks into 3a clusters. The 3a-breakup processes also

explain well the previously unknown reduction factor for the

exit-channel real potential for the same state.
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Nucleus-nucleus interactions are fundamental and

interesting subjects in heavy ion physics, specifically at

higher energies, E/A > 10 MeV. We have chosen the 12C +

12C system for the study. Elastic scattering of 12C +

12C at 139.5 and 158.8 MeV1' shows angular distributions

which have gross bumps, reminiscent of nuclear rainbow

scattering, at large angles, which are shown to come from the

negative angle scattering inside the nucleus1', in contrast

to a dominant surface scattering of light heavy ions at low

incident energies '. Although the inelastic scattering of

the ground rotational band was found to affect significantly to

the elastic scattering at intermediate and large angles ' ,

effects of other inelastic channels especially breakup channels

would be also of great importance at the present energy region.

Recently, Kamiroura and his collaborators'" have suggested

that breakup processes may play an important role in

quasi-elastic scattering at higher energies, and they have

successfully explained^'-"' by coupled-channel (CC)

caluculations including breakup processes the problem*"' of

normalization constants for the ''Li and ^Li potentials

derived from a double folding model. In the C scattering

fran 16O and 1 3C, elastic and the 12C(2^) inelastic

scattering were well explained by taking into account the

resonant and continuum 3a-cluster channels as well as the

channels of collective, shell-model nature for the CC

analyses" . In the inelastic scattering of 12c the

3a-breakup channel of the lowest excitation energy is the

7.65-MeV 0% state. This excitation would be a good
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representative of the 3a-cluster states, and provide a

stringent test for the model if the calculations are taking

into account the breakup processes properly in the CC

analyses. We have here adopted a CC method for the analyses

together with microscopic cluster-model wave functions of 12C

derived from Resonating Group method"'^' .

We report in this letter the experimental angular

distributions for the inelastic excitation of the 7.65-MeV

Oj state and other low-lying states of 12C in 12C +

12C scattering at 139.5 and 158.6 MeV, and the successful fit

with CC calculations which include resonant and continuum

3a-breakup channels, indicating considerable renormalization

for the diagonal potentials due to the 3a-breakup channels.

The coupling of the breakup channels is also shown to explain

the previously unknown reduction factor for the exit-channel

real potential for the Oj state10' . Some portion of the

present experimental data are already published in refs. 1 and

3.

The 12C beams of 139.5 and 158.8 MeV were obtained from

the AVF-cyclotron of the Research Centre for Nuclear Physics

(RCNP) of Osaka University. A natural carbon target of about

180 pg/ca2 was used and the scattered particles were detected

with two AE-E counter telescopes of silicon detectors at

forward angles, and with a position-sensitive solid state

detector of 47 nun length at large angles (8Lab > 23°) • The

latter detector subtended the angular range of about 22°, and

gave a reasonable particle identification with the kinematics.

This detector was fixed at the large angle in the whole
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experiment to accumulate enough counts. The absolute cross

sections were obtained by fitting the elastic scattering cross

sections at forward angles using optical model calculations.

The estimated overall error in the absolute cross sections is

less than 15 %. A detailed explanation on the experimental

setups is given elsewhere '.

Figures la and lb show the angular distributions for the

low-lying states including the 7.65-MeV ot state at E, .

= 139.5 and 158.B MeV, respectively. Both angular

distributions for the 7.65-MeV state have a strong oscillation

and a drastic decrease with angle. The differential cross

sections for the 12C (12C ,12C)12C*(4.44 MeV, 2̂ )

reaction in the figures were obtained by dividing the yields by

a factor of two to remove double counting of the event since

the 2^ yields include both 12C(g.s.) and 12C(2^)

particles, as discussed in ref. 3). The 9.64-MeV 3~ state

was not separated from the mutual excitation of 12C(2^)

at 158.8 MeV.

With using Resonating Group Method the states of ^ C may

be described as follows8'9';

where <f>a is the internal wave function of the a-clusters and

XjM the relative motion between the 3a clusters. The 12-body

total Hamiltonian is diagonalized by a set of L2-normalizable

basis functions. The wave functions thus obtaind for the

low-lying states explain well the electron-scattering form
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factors, the electro-magnetic transition probabilities, and the

a-decay widths. The 0^, 2^, 3", 0^, and

2j states in 12C at 0.0, 4.44, 9.64, 7.65 and 10.3 MeV,

respectively, were included in the present CC calculations,

where the first three states are of shell-model nature and the

last two are resonant 3a-cluster states. The transition

densities between the states are given in ref. 8. The

calculated transition density of fn+ - w a s reduced
U I3 1

here by 25 % so as to give better fit to the

electron-scattering form factor"' . Nonresouant 3oc-breakup

continuum states, which are also included in the CC

calculations, are described in terms of a finite number of

discrete states which are obtained by the diagonalization

mentioned above. Only the lowest two states are included for

each I* = 0+ and 2+ among the discretized nonresonant

continuum states since the coupling of other states is found

negligible7* .

The diagonal and the coupling potentials for ^ C + ^ C

may be written as

where 5ij(rx) is the diagonal (i = j) and the transition

(i jt j) density between the states i and j in 1 2C, and the

state 0 stands for the ground state. The M3Y force with a

zero-range exchange term is employed for vNN
6'. In the

present analyses, the mutual excitation is not included, but
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the symmetrization of the scattering amplitudes with respect to

90° is taken into account. The analyses have been made with

a single adjustable variable Nj. and a fixed value of

N R = 1.0.

The CC calculations have been performed for the data at

139.5 and 15B.8 MeV by including the nine states mentioned

above. The full-CC results are shown by the solid lines in

Figs, la and lb for the data at 139.5 and 158.8 MeV,

respectively. The data are resonably well reproduced by this

calculation with the single adjustable parameter, except for

the scattering at large angles. The optimum values obtained

for Mj are 0.20 and 0.30 for the scattering at 139.5 and

158.3 MeV, respectively.

In Figs, la and lb a small-space CC calculation including

only the 0^, 2^, 3̂[ and 0j is also shown

with the dashed lines, in which the same values of NR and

Nj as for the solid lines have been used. Coupling effects

of the breakup channels excluded in this calculation are

prominent at intermediate and large angles in the 0^,

2^ and 0% states. Specifically, the calculated curve

for the Oj state deviates considerably at large angles. A

same quality fit as the solid lines for the shell-model like

states can be obtained in the small-space calculation by

renormalizing the imaginary strength, NI# The solid lines in

Figs. 2a and 2b were obtained with Nj = o.33 and 0.43 for

139.5 and 158.8 MeV, respectively. However, the fit is still

very poor for the 7.65-MeV 0j state. This is because

other 3a-cluster channels have a very strong coupling to the
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Oj state, and thus the CC calculation requires explicit

inclusion of other breakup channels with proper coupling

potentials. This fact indicates that the angular distribution

of the Oj state is a stringent test to verify the

important role of the break-up channels.

Inelastic scattering of 12C from 208pb was previously

studied by Shyam et al. '. They have pointed out that they

needed to reduce artificially by a factor of tvo the real

strength for the exit channel diagonal potential in DWBA

calculations for the 7.65-MeV Oj state, although the

origin for this phenomenon was not identified. In the present

analyses a treatment same as the one used by them is also

confirmed to be effective to get a good fit to the 0^

state phenomenologically. The dotted lines in Figs. 2a and 2b

were obtained by reducing by a factor of two the real strength

of the diagonal potential in the 0^ channel alone, which

we call NR(02) < while all other parameters were set

equal to those for the solid lines in Figs. 2a and 2b. This

calculation roughly reproduces the full-CC calculation,

especially for the Oj state. Thus, the present result

gives a good explanation for the unknown reduction factor.

This is clealy due*to the fact that the 3*rcluster 0^,

state has a very large coupling with other 3a-breakup channels,

and the coupling induces a repulsive renormalization in the

exit-channel distorting potential. This explanation is

supported by the previous work4'5' for 6/7Li scattering,

where the ground states of cluster nature have strong couplings

to breakup channels, resulting in a considerable
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renormalization for the real part of the incident-channel

diagonal potential. This would be the case for the present

O'J state excitation if one regards the reaction

reversely. The channel coupling effect of the 3a-cluster

states to the incident channel of shell-model nature is also

not so small. The dynamical polarization potential, derived

exactly in the form of the wave-function-equivalent local

potential with the use of the full-CC wave functions solved,

indicates a large renormalization effect for the imaginary part

(30 - 60 %) , but a small one for the real part (10 - 20 %) .

Thus, this effect can be roughly included by renormalizing the

imaginary part, although renormalization of the real part is

not negligible at the present incident energy region. A

detailed discussion on this point is given elsewherê -'-' .

In summary, differential cross sections measured for the

inelastic excitation of the 7.65-MeV oij state in ^ C

have verified the important role of the breakup preocesses to

the diagonal potential through CC calculations. The previously

unknown reduction factor for the exit—channel real strength

required in the DWBA calculations for the 0^ state is

identified to be due to the 3o-breakup processes.
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Figure Captions:

Fig. la Angular distributions of elastic and inelastic

scattering of 12C + 12C to the states denoted at

ELab = 139-5 MeV. The solid lines are the full-CC

calculation with Nj. = 0.20 and NR = 1.0. The

dashed lines are the small-space CC calculations which

include only the o£, 2^, 3^ and 0^

states with the same renormalization as for the

full-CC calculation.

Fig. lb Same as for Fig. la at ELafa = 158.e Mev. The solid

lines are the full-CC calculation with N-j = 0.30 and

NJJ = 1.0. The dashed lines are the small-space CC

calculations which include only the ot, 2t,

3^ and 0^ states with the same

renormalization as for the full-CC calculation.

Fig. 2a The solid lines are the small-space CC calculation for

the 139.5 MeV data with Nj = 0.33 and NR = 1.0,

and the dashed lines are the same calculation except

that NR(02>
 = 0.50 was used only in the 0^

channel.

Fig. 2b The solid lines are the small-space CC calculation for

the 158.8 MeV data with Nj = 0.43 and NR = 1.0,

and the dashed lines are the same calculation except

that NR(02' * 0-5"
 w a s used only in the Oj

channel.
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